
‘Golgotha - The Place of the Skull’
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RDS Dublin

GOLGOTHA - 30ft Long / 5ft High on a single piece of canvas. 
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In the begining lie the end.
(Jesus condemned to death)

Lifting the curtains
spiritual atmosphere.

(Jesus carries the cross)

Heaven to Earth-love is the light.
(Jesus falls for the �rst time)

Inner strength seeking
liberation - procreation.
(Jesus meets his Mother)

Harmony seeks chaos - original sin
(Simon carries the cross)

Memory becomes conscious - OM.
(Veronica wipes Jesus’ face)

Sharing the light - truth within.
(Jesus falls for the second time)

Obstacles way - mind over matter.
(Jesus meets the women)
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The possibilities of realities -
transforming ego.
(Jesus falls the third time)

Worshiping darkness
- actualize thoughts.

(Jesus is stripped)

Teach the wise - seek the healing.
(Jesus is nailed to the cross)

Ascension - Free will.
(Jesus dies on the cross)

An endless labyrinth of realities
expectations.
(Jesus is taken down from the cross)

In the end lies the beginning.
(Jesus is laid in the tomb)
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The Stations of the Cross inspired my approach and inspiration for the work.
 
Raised and churched in Roman Catholic Ireland of the 1950’s and 60’s I was tutored 
in the story and su�ering told in / by the Stations of the Cross. 

There is much more to the standard Stations of the Cross as seen in Church’s. 

In ‘Golgotha –The Place of the Skull’ I o�er an alternative view. 

The titles of each Panel are my response to the panels and are intended as a starting 
point for you the viewer. 

How you, the viewer respond to the panels and titles I have given is a process of your 
own experience with the panels and titles. 

There is no right or wrong response; for your experience with each panel is personal; 
as was my naming each panel. 

I believe thinking is important for ones spiritual development. 

My thoughts I share with you, for meditation is an endless journey and experienced 
in endless ways.

Let’s begin!”

“

‘Golgotha – The Place of the Skull’
(14 Panels of Meditation)

Artist: Derek Culley
Website: www.derekculley.com/golgotha

Twitter: @derekculley
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